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Welcome

Final year student engineering projects are a 
tradition at the University of Melbourne and so is 
the presentation of these projects to the public. The 
Endeavour Design Exhibition traces its origins to 
the middle of the 1990s when the departments of 
Electrical Engineering and Computing and Information 
Systems held their own brand of industry night 
(Endeavour and Panorama respectively). By 2006, 
Mechanical Engineering had introduced their own 
Meridian exhibition and there was an established 
culture of students working on their final year projects 
knowing that they would be presenting at the end of 
the year to the public. 

The departments of Electrical, Mechanical and Computing and Information 
Systems combined officially under the Endeavour banner in 2010 for the first 
merged exhibition. By 2012, Infrastructure Engineering and Chemical and 
Biomolecular Engineering joined; Endeavour 2012 marked the first event in which 
all departments of the Melbourne School of Engineering combined to show the 
public what The University of Melbourne engineering students can achieve. 

Throughout its history, Endeavour has been more than just the Engineering & IT 
Exhibition and Industry Night. The Endeavour Roadshow is a schools outreach 
program and the Endeavour Adventure invites school students to experience 
Endeavour. Events associated with Endeavour in 2015 include the Endeavour 
Roundtable event and Alumni and Connection seminars. 

Professor Andrew Western
Director of Endeavour 2015
Melbourne School of Engineering
The University of Melbourne

The Melbourne School of Engineering 
Endeavour program has evolved into a 
multifaceted  Engineering & IT education, 
exhibition and engagement series. 

Solving open ended problems is the hallmark 
of the Engineering & IT education at Melbourne. 
The projects on display require the students 
to work as an independent team of engineers 
and IT specialists under the guidance of an 
academic supervisor. Through such projects 
our students learn to synthesise the many 
different learning experiences over their entire time at the University, and 
get a real taste of what it is like to work as an engineer or IT specialist. 

As always, the Endeavour program targets the public at large and seeks 
to enthuse primary and high school students about a possible future in 
science and engineering. 

Numerous opportunities exist for organisations to become involved with 
the 2015 Endeavour program and I encourage you to explore these. 

Professor Iven Mareels
Dean of Engineering 
Melbourne School of Engineering
The University of Melbourne
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Contact Us
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Building 176, Office D311
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+61 3 8344 6642
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Email:
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Key information

2015 Endeavour Management Team
From left to right: Tom Crowhurst (Sponsorship), Al-
ison Mantegazza (Schools Program), Sam Hodgson 
(Events), Retno Widyanti (Marketing and Communi-
cations), Benjamin Guo (Finance), and Tiffany Tang 
(Student Liaison)

About Endeavour
The Endeavour Program is a program of events culminating in a public exhibition of 
Engineering and IT student projects in October each year. The Endeavour Engineering 
& IT Exhibition showcases engineering and IT for tomorrow by presenting the amazing 
final-year projects that Engineering and IT students develop during the last 6-12 
months of their studies.

Endeavour involves students from all disciplines of engineering within the Melbourne 
School of Engineering at The University of Melbourne:

•    Master of Engineering (Biomedical)
•    Master of Engineering (Biochemical)
•    Master of Engineering (Chemical)
•    Master of Engineering (Civil)
•    Master of Engineering (Electrical)
•    Master of Engineering (Environmental)
•    Master of Engineering (Mechanical)
•    Master of Engineering (Mechatronics)
•    Master of Engineering (Software)
•    Master of Engineering (Structural)
•    Master of Engineering (Spatial)
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22 October 2015

Engineering & IT is everywhere - from large scale industrial products to everyday objects. 
It is an exciting and broad area of study. Disciplines of engineering include - but are not 
limited to - mechanical, electrical, mechatronics, structural, software, civil, chemical, 
biomolecular, and biomedical: each with its own range of applications!

In order to promote and expose engineering to the general public and students, 
Endeavour, in conjunction with the Melbourne School of Engineering hosts the 
Endeavour Engineering & IT Exhibition, which features a broad range of innovative 
engineering projects publicly showcasing the achievements of final-year students.

Endeavour Engineering & IT 
Exhibition

Endeavour Exhibition

22 October 2015

The Endeavour Industry Night is the premiere event of the Melbourne School of 
Engineering calendar, with the technical projects of the entire graduating engineering 
cohort presented to Industry guests and important members of the University 
community.

Endeavour Industry & 
Awards Night

SwatchMate

SwatchMate was founded by friends and 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
graduates, Paul Peng, Djordje Dikic 
and Rocky Liang. Their first product, 
the SwatchMate Cube, was originally 
developed as their final-year design 
project whilst engineering students at the 
University of Melbourne, as was presented 
at the Endeavour Exhibition in 2011. 

Born out of a frustration with the difficulty 
of finding the right paint colour for an 
existing wall, the SwatchMate Cube is a 
handheld device capable of accurately and 
quickly identifying the colour of objects. 
The colour can be matched to over 50,000 
recognised colours, including those of 
major paint brands.

At the 2011 Endeavour Exhibition, the SwatchMate Cube won design and 
commercialisation prizes. In 2013 it received support from the Melbourne Accelerator 
Program (MAP), a leading entrepreneurship and startup support program linked to 
the University of Melbourne. The product has also been recognised at the Melbourne, 
Brisbane and Sydney Design Awards.

Other Innovative Projects

Air Traffic Control Sector Management System (2012)
Determination of Soil Moisture Content Using Ground Penetrating Radar (2013)
Bitcoin Smartcard (2013)
Phosphene Simulator for the Bionic Eye (2013)
Search and Rescue UAV (2014)
Melbourne University Racing (MUR) Motorsports Team (Annual)

Past Projects

Left to right: Paul Peng, Djordje Dikic and Rocky Liang.
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Schools Program
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13 July - 24 July 2015

Endeavour Roadshow is an outbound schools outreach program which gives primary 
and secondary school students across Victoria the opportunity to experience an exciting 
introduction to Engineering & IT. Teams of Engineering & IT students visit a number of 
primary and secondary schools across Victoria, conducting an impressive presentation 
of 60-90 minutes in length

Each presentation is in the style of an interactive workshop to increase fun and facilitate 
tactile learning. Students are informed of the demonstrations through technical 
applications that are accessible to a young audience.

Endeavour Roadshow

22 October 2015

Endeavour Adventure is a program that invites school students, teachers, and parents 
to the University of Melbourne to experience a jam-packed day of inspiring engineering 
displays, presentations and exciting activities.

School students will have exclusive access to the Endeavour Engineering & IT Exhibition 
and other Engineering & IT related workshops throughout the day with lunch provided. 
They will be able to view final year projects and interact with project students on the 
day, allowing them to enhance their understanding of Engineering & IT and consider a 
future in this area.

Endeavour Adventure
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Industry Engagement

August and September 2015

The Endeavour Connection and Alumni seminars provides an opportunity for industry 
and alumni to share their experiences of their working life and promote their companies 
to a larger group of students. These events provides a platform for academic staff, indus-
try representatives and future engineers to exchange ideas in a highly inspirational envi-
ronment.

Endeavour Alumni & 
Connection Seminar

6 August 2015

Industry representatives will get the opportunity to interact directly with students in a 
more focused networking evening. The event offers an chance for final year Engineering 
and IT students to discuss their cutting edge projects with industry.

Endeavour Roundtable
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WelcomeSponsorship

A partnership with Endeavour provides unprecedented access to Engineering and IT 
students and staff from the Melbourne School of Engineering, ranked No. 1 in Australia 
for Engineering and IT according to according to the 2015 QS World University Rankings 
by Subject.

Sponsorship opportunities are flexible and packages can be tailored to the needs of any 
prospective partner. Standard packages exist at the Gold, Silver and Bronze level. We 
also welcome tax deductible donations.

Benefit Gold
$10,000+

Silver
$5,000+

Bronze
$2,000+

Endeavour Engineering & IT Exhibition and Industry & Awards Night
Booth Space Included - -
Organisation Banners Unlimited 2 1
Expo Guide Advertisement Full page Half page -
Logo on Promotional Items Included Included Included
Endeavour Roadshow and Endeavour Adventure
Showbag Insert Included Included -
Logo on Promotional Items and Guides Included Included -
Endeavour Seminars
Organisation Banners Included Included -
Logo on Promotional Items Included Included Included
Endeavour Website and Social Media
Organisation Profile Included Included -
Company Logo and Website Link Included Included Included
Facebook and Twitter Posts 5 2 -

Contact
Tom Crowhurst
+61 424 267 791
endeavour-mse@unimelb.edu.au

Leading Students: Endeavour can provide targeted opportunities for organisations 
to engage with students across the University of Melbourne, particularly final  year and 
penultimate  year students from the Melbourne School of Engineering. 

Melbourne School of Engineering: Network with experts and key staff from the 
Melbourne School of Engineering. 

Industry  Linked Projects: Providing an Industry  linked Endeavour project provides 
organisations with the opportunity to have some of their toughest engineering problems 
solved by brilliant  students under close academic supervision.

Other opportunities
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